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The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Chapter Project Report

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Student Leadership Summit
Date(s) of Project: 8/26/17

Project area: Community/ Universiy/ Profession/ Chapter/ Education/ Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 3/18 Electees: __
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project.
Organizing: 0 Participating: 5

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: A five-hour long summit that is an opportunity to network with other campus organization leaders and learn about how to effectively lead an organization on campus.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To better ourselves and become more effective leaders for Tau Beta Pi on campus. Additionally, attendance is required at this event to remain an organization on campus.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

This is organized by the Student Government Association and Student Activities Office.

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): The officers who attended the summit felt that they were more prepared to handle the running of the organization more effectively. The chapter successfully retained its status as a campus organization due to its attendance.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
Chaz Burger
Matthew Osiniak
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Project number: 2

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Officer Meeting Date(s) of Project: 8/29/17

Project area: Community/ University/ Profession/ Chapter/ Education/ Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 6/18 Electees: ___ (Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 0.5 Participating: 1.5

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: A meeting was held with the officers and advisers to discuss officer duties, the National Conference, agenda for the semester, and initial planning for fall initiation.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To remain consistent with the goals of Tau Beta Pi by properly planning out the semester ahead of time, preparing early for initiation, and preparing all officers for their roles.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

N/A

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: To have chapter advisers in attendance.

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This meeting was invaluable to the officers as it made clear exactly what was expected of everyone. It also was extremely helpful to begin planning for fall initiation so early. The two chapter delegates were decided upon. New committees were formed: Volunteering, Exposure, Bent Moving, Engineers Week, Fundraising, and Initiation.
VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
Chaz Burger
Vincent Gray
Michael Ramunno
Christopher Smith
Matthew Osiniak
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Sub-District Conference  Date(s) of Project: 9/9/17

Project area: Community/ University/ Profession/ Chapter/ Education/ Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 1/18  Electees: ___

(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 0  Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: A meeting was held with the presidents of local chapters and the district director Warren Roos to discuss requirements for this year.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To ensure that all chapters are on track and are conducting their business in the correct ways.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

N/A

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This meeting was very important to help the chapter understand where it currently stands and understand what needs to be improved upon.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance: Tayah Turocy
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Meeting Date(s) of Project: 9/27/17 & 9/29/17

Project area: Community/ University/ Profession/ x Chapter/ Education/
Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 14/18 Electees: 
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 0.5 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: A meeting was held to assign members to our new officer-led committees, plan for initiation, and talk about ideas for raising awareness of our organization on campus, such as buying TBP t-shirts and wearing them on campus.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To get all members involved and actively participating in Tau Beta Pi while also raising awareness on campus.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes x No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This meeting was very important to get every member involved with a committee. These committees were successful this year and will continue into the future after this success.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Attendance:
Bridger Kowalczyk
Charles Zaborsky
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Daniel Price
Donald Adams
Matthew Osiniak
Maura Bianco
Michael Manginelli
Michael Ramunno
Nezar Alhashim
Richard Ferry
Sara O'Kane
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Chapter Project Report

Project number: 5

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Tau Beta Pi National Conference  Date(s) of Project: 10/11/17 - 10/13/17
Project area:  
Community/  
University/  
Profession/  
Chapter/  
Education/  
Liberal Culture  
College  
Engineering  
Social  
Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 2  Electees: ___
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project.  
Organizing: 0  Participating: 24

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Two officers attended the Tau Beta Pi National Conference.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To vote on important events in Tau Beta Pi nationally and to attend workshops to better ourselves as leaders of a Tau Beta Pi chapter.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): The National Conference helped provide us with many good networking opportunities and numerous ideas which could be put into practice with our own chapter upon return.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: TBP Interviews  Date(s) of Project: 10/23/17

Project area: ___ Community/ Liberal Culture ___ University/ College ___ Profession/ Chapter/ ___ Education/ Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 14/18 Electees: 42/44

(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 3 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Interviews for new candidates were conducted.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To vote on potential incoming members early enough to hold our fall initiation on the date we had set.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes ___ No

N/A

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): 42 candidates were interviewed by the required 75% of our members and voted on. Two other candidates had been previously interviewed as they could not attend this meeting. All 44 were accepted marking Ohio Lambda’s largest ever incoming group of candidates.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Bridger Kowalczyk
Charles Zaborsky
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Daniel Price
Donald Adams
Matthew Osiniak
Maura Bianco
Michael Manginelli
Michael Ramunno
Nezar Alhashim
Richard Ferry
Sara O’Kane
Electees:
Nick Anderson
Andrea Beck
Jonathon Bennett
John Berndt
Alexander Bonnette
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Sarah Cash
Joe Caudle
Daniel Dodge
Elise Eckman
Alex Finocchio
Montana Gessler
Tanner Greene
Patrick Hanagan
Evan Harris
Joey Hays
Mark Holland
Dean Jarric
Brandon Jayne
Kolbrun Jonsdottir
Doug Kephart
Kelly Kovacevich
Derek Kozlowski
Joe Lonardo
Matthew Manna
Carmen Marinucci
Nathaniel Martin
Grant Mercer
Kyle Merritt
Rachel Norris
John Pechatsko
John Prebonick
Linda Roldan
Megan Stelphflug
Jared Thompson
Morgan Tippie
Joe Valentini
Logan Weinreber
Rob Zuckett
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Project number: 7

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: __Initiation__ Date(s) of Project: __11/8/17__

Project area: __Community/ Liberal Culture __University/ College __Profession/ Chapter/ __Education/ Engineering __Social __Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: __8/18__ Electees: __43/44__
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: __5__ Participating: __2__

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: __Fall 2017 candidates were initiated into Tau Beta Pi.__

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: __To initiate the newest candidates from the Ohio Lambda Chapter.__

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes __x_ No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $120 for food catering for the reception.

V. Special Problems: __N/A__

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): __43 candidates were initiated. One other candidate could not attend and was initiated at another chapter’s initiation. These 44 initiates marking Ohio Lambda’s largest ever incoming group of candidates.__

VII. Index of Exhibits: __N/A__
Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Bridger Kowalczyk
Charles Zaborsky
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Daniel Price
Donald Adams
Matthew Osiniak
Maura Bianco
Michael Manginelli
Michael Ramunno
Nezar Alhashim
Richard Ferry
Sara O’Kane
Electees:
Nick Anderson
Andrea Beck
Jonathon Bennett
John Berndt
Alexander Bonnette
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Sarah Cash
Joe Caudle
Daniel Dodge
Elise Eckman
Alex Finocchio
Montana Gessler
Tanner Greene
Patrick Hanagan
James Harding
Evan Harris
Joey Hays
Mark Holland
Dean Jarric
Brandon Jayne
Kolbrun Jonsdottir
Doug Kephart
Kelly Kovacevich
Derek Kozlowski
Joe Lonardo
Matthew Manna
Carmen Marinucci
Nathaniel Martin
Grant Mercer
Kyle Merritt
Rachel Norris
John Pechatsko
John Prebonick
Linda Roldan
Megan Stelphflug
Jared Thompson
Jordan Ustazewski
Joe Valentini
Logan Weinreber
Rob Zuckett
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Meeting  Date(s) of Project: 11/8/17

Project area: Community/ University/ Profession/ Chapter/ Education/ Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 50/62 Electees: 

(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 1 Participating: 1

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: A meeting was held post-initiation including the now 62 members of our chapter. The meeting discussed events for spring semester, allowed new members to choose committees, and ratified the new TBP Constitution.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To ratify the new constitution as quickly as possible and to introduce new members to our chapter and get them involved with a committee.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes x No

N/A

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): All new members were placed into committees, which allowed committee leaders to get together with their full team and begin their projects in earnest. It also accomplished the important task of ratifying the new constitution for Tau Beta Pi.
VII. Index of Exhibits:  N/A

Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Bridger Kowalczyk
Charles Zaborsky
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Daniel Price
Matthew Osiniak
Maura Bianco
Michael Manginelli
Michael Ramunno
Sara O’Kane
Jonathon Bennett
Alexander Bonnette
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Sarah Cash
Joe Caudle
Daniel Dodge
Alex Finocchio
Montana Gessler
Tanner Greene
Patrick Hanagan
James Harding
Joey Hays
Mark Holland
Dean Jarric
Brandon Jayne
Kolbrun Jonsdottir
Kelly Kovacevich
Joe Lonardo
Matthew Manna
Nathaniel Martin
Grant Mercer
Kyle Merritt
Rachel Norris
John Pechatsko
John Prebonick
Linda Roldan
Megan Stelphflug
Jared Thompson
Jordan Ustazewski
Joe Valentini
Logan Weinreber
Rob Zuckett
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Sticker Fundraiser

Date(s) of Project: Full year

Project area: University/College

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 62/62 Electees: __

(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 5 Participating: 5

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: A fundraiser was conducted throughout the year to raise money for Tau Beta Pi by selling laptop stickers.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To raise awareness of Tau Beta Pi on campus and to raise money for our chapter to put on events.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes x No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: About $0.10 per sticker, sold for $2.

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This was an extremely successful fundraiser that had many on campus asking about the stickers. The sticker is of Ohio with our school logo, a Y, cut out in the location of Youngstown on the Ohio sticker. We believe this definitely helped raise awareness for our organization as so many asked where the stickers were coming from. It also got all members involved as everyone was required to sell stickers.
VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Alliyah Williams
Bridger Kowalczyk
Charles Zaborsky
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Daniel Price
Donald Adams
Elizabeth Urig
Matthew Osiniak
Maura Bianco
Michael Manginelli
Michael Ramunno
Nezar Alhashim
Richard Ferry
Rudolph Tepsick
Sara O’Kane
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
William Smith
Nick Anderson
Andrea Beck
Jonathon Bennett
John Berndt
Alexander Bonnette
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Sarah Cash
Joe Caudle
Daniel Dodge
Elise Eckman
Alex Finocchio
Montana Gessler
Tanner Greene
Patrick Hanagan
James Harding
Evan Harris
Joey Hays
Mark Holland
Dean Jarric
Brandon Jayne
Kolbrun Jonsdottir
Doug Kephart
Kelly Kovacevich
Derek Kozlowski
Joe Lonardo
Matthew Manna
Carmen Marinucci
Nathaniel Martin
Grant Mercer
Kyle Merritt
Rachel Norris
John Pechatsko
John Prebonick
Linda Roldan
Megan Stelphflug
Jared Thompson
Morgan Tippie
Jordan Ustazewski
Joe Valentini
Logan Weinreber
Rob Zuckett
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: _Student Leadership Summit_ Date(s) of Project: ___1/5/18___________

Project area: __Community/_ _x_ University/_ __Profession/_ __Chapter/_ _Education/_
Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _3/62_ Electees: ___
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: _0_ Participating: _5_

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: _A five-hour long summit that is an opportunity to network with other campus organization leaders and learn about how to effectively lead an organization on campus._

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _To better ourselves and become more effective leaders for Tau Beta Pi on campus. Additionally, attendance is required at this event to remain an organization on campus._

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) _x_ Yes ___ No

This is organized by the Student Government Association and Student Activities Office.

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: ___N/A

V. Special Problems: _N/A_

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _The officers who attended the summit felt that they were more prepared to handle the running of the organization more effectively. The chapter successfully retained its status as a campus organization due to its attendance._
VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
Chaz Burger
Matthew Osiniak
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Chapter Project Report
Project number: 11

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: TBP Bulletin Board Redesign  Date(s) of Project: 1/17/18

Project area: Community/ University/ Profession/ Chapter/ Education/
Liberal Culture  College  Engineering  Social  Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 9/62  Electees: __
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 0  Participating: 5

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: The Tau Beta Pi billboard in our engineering hall was updated. Previously, this bulletin board looked very run down and neglected; it was a poor reflection on our organization. A committee was formed to update this bulletin board and this was done on 1/17/18.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To better market our organization to the engineering majors and to have a bulletin board that reflects positively on the organization, rather than painting it in a negative light.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes  x No

N/A.

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $5 for supplies

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This helped to make our organization more marketable as the billboard is now very noticeable in a highly trafficked area of our engineering hall.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
Andrea Beck
Elise Eckman
John Prebonick
Nick Anderson
Joey Hays
Joe Lonardo
Rachel Norris
Jordan Ustazewski
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Chapter Project Report

Project number: 12

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Sub-District Conference
Date(s) of Project: 2/3/18

Project area: Community/University/Profession/Chapter/Education/Liberal Culture/College/Engineering/Social/Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 1/62 Electees: 

(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project.
Organizing: 0 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: A meeting was held with the presidents of local chapters and the district director Warren Roos to discuss requirements for this year.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To ensure that all chapters are on track and are conducting their business in the correct ways.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This meeting was very important to help the chapter understand where it currently stands and understand what needs to be improved upon.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Meeting  Date(s) of Project: 1/29/18

Project area: ___ Community/ ___ University/ ___ Profession/ __ Chapter/ ___ Education/ Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 50/62  Electees: ___
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project.
Organizing: 1  Participating: 1

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: A meeting was held to discuss events for the semester, including two volunteer events and our Engineering Futures Session. A date and time for our candidate interview meeting was also determined to ensure we would meet quorum.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To organize our members and facilitate completing all of our goals for the semester.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  Yes  x  No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This meeting was important to get everybody on the same page and prepared for the candidate interview meeting and Engineering Futures.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Attendance:
Bridger Kowalczyk
Charles Zaborsky
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Daniel Price
Donald Adams
Matthew Osiniak
Maura Bianco
Michael Manginelli
Michael Ramunno
Nezar Alhashim
Richard Ferry
Sara O'Kane
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Nick Anderson
Andrea Beck
Jonathon Bennett
Alexander Bonnette
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Sarah Cash
Joe Caudle
Daniel Dodge
Elise Eckman
Alex Finocchio
Montana Gessler
Tanner Greene
Patrick Hanagan
James Harding
Joey Hays
Mark Holland
Dean Jaric
Brandon Jayne
Kolbrun Jonsdottir
Joe Lonardo
Matthew Manna
Nathaniel Martin
Grant Mercer
Kyle Merritt
Rachel Norris
John Pechatsko
John Prebonick
Megan Stelphflug
Morgan Tippie
Jordan Ustazewski
Joe Valentini
Logan Weinreber
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter Project Report

Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Project number: 14

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Engineering Futures Session  Date(s) of Project: 2/10/18

Project area:  Community/University/Profession/Chapter/Education/
Liberal Culture/College/Engineering/Social/Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project: Members: 20/62  Electees: 
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project: Organizing: 0.5  Participating: 5

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: An Engineering Futures Session on Analytical Problem Solving and Effective Presentation Skills was given on campus for the Ohio Lambda Chapter.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To better ourselves as engineers in general, as problem solvers, and as presenters.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  Yes  No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This session was extremely well done and all members felt they grew mentally as a result of the session, particularly the problem solving portion of the session.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
Brittany Austin
Jonathan Bennett
Alexander Bonnette
Chaz Burger
Thomas Carnes
Montana Gessler
Vincent Gray
Donald Hays
Dean Jaric
Bridger Kowalczyk
Joseph Lonardo
Michael Manginelli
Kyle Merritt
Matthew Osiniak
Daniel Price
Michael Ramunno
Robert Zuckett
Tom Kibler
Emily Hawthorn
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: T-Shirt Fundraiser Date(s) of Project: 1/30/18

Project area: University/College

Number of persons who participated in this project (Please attach a list of names.)

Members: 10/62 Electees: ___

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 2 Participating: 3

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: A t-shirt sale featuring a design of a sculpture outside of our engineering building was used as a fundraiser.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To raise awareness of Tau Beta Pi on campus and to raise money for our chapter to host more events.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes x No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $5 per shirt

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This fundraiser was successful as in recent memory no other organization has used this design on a shirt, so many people who saw it wanted to know who had sold the shirt, raising Tau Beta Pi's profile on campus much like the laptop sticker sale.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Attendance:
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Chaz Burger
Montana Gessler
Megan Stelpflug
Brittany Austin
Bridger Kowalczyk
Michael Ramunno
James Harding
Robert Zuckett
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Candidate Interview Meeting  Date(s) of Project: 2/26/18

Project area: Community/ University/ Profession/ Chapter/ Education/ Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 50/62 Electees: 14/14
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 1 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Interviews for new candidates were conducted and new officers were elected.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To vote on potential incoming members early enough to hold our fall initiation on the date we had set and to introduce new officers to their roles early.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This fundraiser was successful as in recent memory no other organization has used this design on a shirt, so many people who saw it wanted to know who had sold the shirt, raising Tau Beta Pi’s profile on campus much like the laptop sticker sale.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Attendance:
Bridger Kowalczyk
Charles Zaborsky
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Daniel Price
Donald Adams
Matthew Osiniak
Maura Bianco
Michael Manginelli
Michael Ramunno
Nezar Alhashim
Richard Ferry
Sara O'Kane
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Nick Anderson
Andrea Beck
Jonathon Bennett
Alexander Bonnette
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Sarah Cash
Joe Caudle
Daniel Dodge
Elise Eckman
Alex Finocchio
Montana Gessler
Tanner Greene
Patrick Hanagan
James Harding
Joey Hays
Mark Holland
Dean Jaric
Brandon Jayne
Kolbrun Jonsdottir
Joe Lonardo
Matthew Manna
Nathaniel Martin
Grant Mercer
Kyle Merritt
Rachel Norris
John Pechatsko
John Prebonick
Megan Stelphflug
Morgan Tippie
Jordan Ustazewski
Joe Valentini
Logan Weinreber
Rob Zuckett
Electees:
Kelly Holleran
Kyle Williams
Emily Hawthorn
Karim Mohamed
Matthew Mangapora
Dominick Zomparelli
Alex Fitzgerald
Brian Murphy
Tristan Spahr
Claudio Fernandes Dias
Jackie Bieber
Tessa Geohring
Nickolas Ruscitti
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter Project Report

Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Project number: 17

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Engineers’ Week
Date(s) of Project: 3/12/18-3/16/18

Project area: Community/ University/ Profession/ Chapter/ Education/
Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 50/62  Electees:
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 10  Participating: 5

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Engineers’ Week is a week-long competition in various events among the engineering disciplines which is sponsored by our Tau Beta Pi chapter. Events this year included dodgeball, an egg drop, pie eating competition, cornhole tournament, bar crawl, and penny wars.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To raise awareness of Tau Beta Pi on campus and to raise money for our chapter to host more events.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No
Each engineering discipline’s student group held one event, as well as the mathematics honor society.

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: Each group paid for supplies for their own event.

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This is an event that the entire engineering school looks forward to each year, and helps get Tau Beta Pi exposure among engineers. It also gets all members involved as it is required to volunteer in some capacity with Engineers’ Week.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Attendance:
Bridger Kowalczyk
Charles Zaborsky
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Daniel Price
Donald Adams
Matthew Osiniak
Maura Bianco
Michael Manginelli
Michael Ramunno
Nezar Alhashim
Richard Ferry
Sara O’Kane
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Nick Anderson
Andrea Beck
Jonathon Bennett
Alexander Bonnette
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Sarah Cash
Joe Caudle
Daniel Dodge
Elise Eckman
Alex Finocchio
Montana Gessler
Tanner Greene
Patrick Hanagan
James Harding
Joey Hays
Mark Holland
Dean Jaric
Brandon Jayne
Kolbrun Jonsdottir
Joe Lonardo
Matthew Manna
Nathaniel Martin
Grant Mercer
Kyle Merritt
Rachel Norris
John Pechatsko
John Prebonick
Megan Stelphflug
Morgan Tippie
Jordan Ustazewski
Joe Valentini
Logan Weinreber
Rob Zuckett
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Initiation  Date(s) of Project: 4/4/18

Project area: Community/University/Profession/Chapter/Education/Liberal Culture/College/Engineering/Social/Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 8/62  Electees: 14/14
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 4  Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Spring 2018 candidates were initiated into Tau Beta Pi.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To initiate the newest candidates from the Ohio Lambda Chapter.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes  No
N/A  

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): 14 new candidates were initiated to bring the total to 76 members.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Matthew Osiniak
Michael Ramunno
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Tommy Carnes
Montana Gessler
Hazel Marie
Kelly Holleran
Kyle Williams
Emily Hawthorn
Karim Mohamed
Matthew Mangapora
Dominick Zomparelli
Alex Fitzgerald
Brian Murphy
Tristian Spahr
Claudio Fernandes Dias
Jackie Bieber
Tessa Geohring
Nickolas Ruscitti
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter Project Report

Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Project number: 19

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: District Conference Date(s) of Project: 4/5/18-4/7/18

Project area: ___ Community/ ___ University/ ___ Profession/ ___ Chapter/ ___ Education/ Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 3/76 Electees: 8
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 0 Participating: 8

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: One current officer and two new officers attended the district conference.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To better our officers as leaders and to be as up to date as possible on the events occurring within District 7.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes  No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): The District Conference helped provide us with many good networking opportunities and some ideas which could be put into practice with our own chapter for next year.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Bridger Kowalczyk
Chaz Burger
Tommy Carnes
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter: ___ Ohio Lambda
Chapter Project Report
Project number: ___20___

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: ___Meeting___
Date(s) of Project: ___4/16/18___
Project area: ___Community/ ___University/ ___Profession/ ___Chapter/ ___Education/ Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: ___62/76___ Electees: ___
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project.
Organizing: ___1___ Participating: ___1___

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: ___A meeting was held to introduce the new members to Tau Beta Pi, review the year, and to gather information regarding graduating members.___

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: ___To ask for feedback on our year and what could have been done better, so the next officers would know what to improve upon. Also to find out which members were graduating to facilitate the distribution of cords and stoles and to report to Tau Beta Pi.___

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___Yes ___x___ No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: ___N/A___

V. Special Problems: ___N/A___

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): ___The number of graduating members was ascertained and some ideas were provided for next year's officers.___

VII. Index of Exhibits: ___N/A___
Attendance:
Bridger Kowalczyk
Charles Zaborsky
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Daniel Price
Donald Adams
Matthew Osiniak
Maura Bianco
Michael Manginelli
Michael Ramunno
Nezar Alhashim
Richard Ferry
Sara O'Kane
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Nick Anderson
Andrea Beck
Jonathon Bennett
Alexander Bonnette
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Sarah Cash
Joe Caudle
Daniel Dodge
Elise Eckman
Alex Finocchio
Montana Gessler
Tanner Greene
Patrick Hanagan
James Harding
Joey Hays
Mark Holland
Dean Jaric
Brandon Jayne
Kolbrun Jonsdottir
Joe Lonardo
Matthew Manna
Nathaniel Martin
Grant Mercer
Kyle Merritt
Rachel Norris
John Pechatsko
John Prebonick
Megan Stelphflug
Morgan Tippie
Jordan Ustazewski
Joe Valentini
Logan Weinreber
Rob Zuckett
Kelly Holleran
Kyle Williams
Emily Hawthorn
Karim Mohamed
Matthew Mangapora
Dominick Zomparelli
Alex Fitzgerald
Brian Murphy
Tristian Spahr
Claudio Fernandes Dias
Jackie Bieber
Tessa Geohring
Nickolas Ruscitti
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Chapter Project Report
Project number: 21

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Officer Transition Meeting
Date(s) of Project: 4/23/18

Project area: Community/University/Profession/Chapter/Education/
Liberal Culture/College/Engineering/Social/Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 12/76 Electees: ___
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project.
Organizing: 0.5 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: A meeting was held with the current officers and new officers to explain the duties of each role and what each officer should expect, as well as suggestions for the future.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To make the transition as easy as possible for the new officers, allowing them to begin as quickly as possible without a large adjustment period, to the benefit of the organization as a whole.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No
N/A

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Next year’s officers seem to be very well prepared and ready to take on the challenges of running this chapter.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Bridger Kowalczyk
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Matthew Osiniak
Michael Ramunno
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Montana Gessler
Megan Stelpflug
Brittany Austin
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: QUEST
Date(s) of Project: 4/3/18

Project area: ___ Community/ ___ University/ x College
___ Profession/ ___ Chapter/ ___ Education/
___ Liberal Culture ___ College Engineering ___ Social ___ Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 10/76 Electees: ___
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project.
Organizing: 0 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: QUEST is a university-sponsored forum for student scholarship to hone conference presentation skills and present research to the community.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To share research knowledge acquired by members of our organization and better our communication skills, a very important skill of a successful engineer.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) x Yes ___ No
Youngstown State University

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Our members were very successful in their presentations and became better at giving presentations.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Bridger Kowalczyk
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Matthew Osiniak
Michael Ramunno
Tayah Turocy
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Montana Gessler
Megan Stelpflug
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Chapter Project Report

Project number: 23

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: STEM Showcase
Date(s) of Project: 4/21/18

Project area: Community/University/Profession/Chapter/Education/Liberal Culture/College/Engineering/Social/Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 40/76 Electees: __
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 0 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: The STEM Showcase is an annual event highlighting our students and the projects they have worked hard on all year. During the event, there is an opportunity to interact with the students and find out more about their work.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To share research knowledge acquired by members of our organization and better our communication skills, a very important skill of a successful engineer.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No Youngstown State University

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Our members were very successful in their presentations and became better at giving presentations.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Bridger Kowalczyk
Charles Zaborsky
Chaz Burger
Christopher Smith
Daniel Price
Matthew Osiniak
Maura Bianco
Michael Manginelli
Michael Ramunno
Sara O'Kane
Tayah Turocy
Vincent Gray
Nick Anderson
Andrea Beck
Jonathon Bennett
Alexander Bonnette
Tommy Carnes
Joe Ciarniello
Sarah Cash
Joe Caudle
Daniel Dodge
Elise Eckman
Alex Finocchio
Montana Gessler
Patrick Hanagan
Joey Hays
Dean Jaric
Brandon Jayne
Kolbrun Jonsdottir
Joe Lonardo
Matthew Manna
Nathaniel Martin
Kyle Merritt
Rachel Norris
John Pechatsko
John Prebonick
Megan Stelphflug
Joe Valentini
Rob Zuckett
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter Project Report

Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Project number: 24

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Honors Society Fair
Date(s) of Project: 1/12/18

Project area: Community/ University/ Profession/ Chapter/ Education/
Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 3/76 Electees: __
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 0 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: The honors society fair was a new event this year at our university, designed to better educate our student body on our honor societies and foster students’ desire to be a part of these organizations.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To increase awareness of Tau Beta Pi on our campus and help to make more people desire to be a part of Tau Beta Pi.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No
Phi Kappa Phi

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This event wasn’t actually very successful, as very few people actually stopped at the table to talk. Perhaps at a different time it would have been better.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Montana Gessler
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: **Volunteer at Habitat for Humanity**

Date(s) of Project: **4/7/18**

Project area: **x** Community/ **_** University/ **_** Profession/ **_** Chapter/ **_** Education/ Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: **6/76**

Electees: **_**

(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: **1**

Participating: **3**

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Habitat for Humanity helps people in the Youngstown area who are homeless or do not have enough money to take care of their homes. We spent time helping repair their fence and cleaning up the yard.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: **To be not just students but servants in the community as well.**

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) **x** Yes **_** No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: **N/A**

V. Special Problems: **N/A**

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This event was successful and both our chapter and Habitat for Humanity hope to have another volunteer event next year as well.

VII. Index of Exhibits: **N/A**
Attendance:
Morgan Tippie
Grant Mercer
Montana Gessler
Sarah Cash
Jon Bennett
Robert Zuckett
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter: Ohio Lambda
Chapter Project Report
Project number: 26

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Volunteer at MakingKidsCount Date(s) of Project: 4/28/18

Project area: ___ Community/ Liberal Culture ___ University/ College ___ Profession/ Engineering ___ Chapter/ ___ Education/ ___ Social ___ Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 6/76 Electees: ___
(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 1 Participating: 3

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: MakingKidsCount helps provide for children in poverty by providing necessities. When we volunteered, we helped them to wrap diapers to give away to families with babies.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To be not just students but servants in the community as well.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes ___ No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This event was successful and both our chapter and MakingKidsCount hope to have a continuing relationship.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Attendance:
Vincent Gray
The Tau Beta Pi Association
Chapter Project Report

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Volunteers at Girl Scout Outreach  Date(s) of Project: 11/4/17

Project area: _x_ Community/ Liberal Culture  _x_ University/ College  _x_ Profession/ Engineering  _x_ Chapter/  _x_ Education/ Liberal Culture  _x_ College  _x_ Engineering  _x_ Social  _x_ Prof. Dev.

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 5/62  Electees: 

(Please attach a list of names.)

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 0  Participating: 3

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: The Girl Scout Outreach was an event put on by the Society of Women Engineers (SWE). The event introduced Girl Scouts to the five engineering disciplines offered at Youngstown State. Tau Beta Pi members volunteered here to help SWE.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _x_ To be not just students but servants in the community as well.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) _x_ Yes ___ No Society of Women Engineers

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems:  _N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This event was successful and a lot of fun. The Girl Scouts seemed to really enjoy the activities for each discipline and SWE appreciated our help.

VII. Index of Exhibits:  _N/A

Attendance:
Vincent Gray
INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete each of the seven sections below. Any additional information which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous material that is not beneficial.

Project name: Dinner with Industry  
Date(s) of Project: 3/27/18  

Project area: _ Community/ _ University/ _ Profession/ _ Chapter/ _ Education/  
Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev.  

Number of persons who participated in this project  
Members: 5/62  Electees:  
(Please attach a list of names.)  

Hours spent on this project.  
Organizing: 0  Participating: 3  

DESCRIPTION:  
I. General Description: Dinner with Industry is a casual networking dinner where students have the opportunity to meet industry leaders from the surrounding area. Students choose the company that they would like to sit with and talk to company representatives over dinner.  

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: To network with community business leaders and become better communicators.  

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  
_x__ Yes  ___ No  
Society of Women Engineers  

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A  

V. Special Problems: N/A  

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This event was very successful. Even though Tau Beta Pi did not sponsor this event, we had several members there.  

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A  

Attendance: 
Emily Hawthorn
Tayah Turocy
Joe Lonardo
Bridger Kowalczyk
Montana Gessler
Membership Timeline Summary

Fall 2017 (Before Initiation): 18 members
Fall Initiation (11/08/17): 44 new members initiated
Fall 2017 (Post-Initiation) and Spring 2018 (Before Spring Initiation): 62 members
Spring Initiation (4/04/18): 14 new members initiated
Spring 2018 (Post-Initiation): 76 members